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FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE,
BAY AREA CHAPTER, also known
as Bay Area Fair Play for Cuba
Committee (BAFPCC__-

The'New York Times" newspaper on November 20, 1960,
carried an article captioned "Pro-Castro Body Reports U .S .
Gain," which reported that the Fair Play for Cuba Committee
(FPCC) had 5,000 paid-up members in the United States . The
article declared that the FPCC " had headquarters at 799 Broadway,
New York City, New York, and had chapters in other cities, in-
cluding one in San Francisco .

A source advised in March, 1961, that the Bay Area
Chapter of the FPCC (BAFPCC) began to be formed in San Francisco
in November, 1960, under the direct guidance and leadership of
ASHER RARER, who the source identified as a member of the San
Francisco Branch of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and a
member of the National Committee of the SWP .

The SWP has been designated by the Attorney
General of the United States pursuant to
Executive order 10450 .

A source advised in May, 1963, that the BAFPCC is
currently active in the San Francisco area and includes members
in San Francisco and surrounding counties . He advird that the
BAFPCC has no headquarters but received mail through Post
Office Box 2615, San Francisco 26, California, which is a box
maintained by ASHER RARER . He stated that the announced aims
and purposes of the BAFPCC are to "spread the truth about Cuba
and to prevent U.S . intervention in Cuba ."

A source advied in March, 1963, that in the recent
elections of the BAFPCC tpe SWP continued its influence by
having SWP members elected to the Executive Committee .
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FAIR PLAY FOP CUBA COMMITTEE (FPCC)

The Anril 6, 1960, edition of "The New York Times" news-
naner contained a full-Dare advertisement captioned, "'shat Is
Really Haneenin- Fn Cuba°," Placed by the Fair °lay for Cuba
Cormittee (FPCC) .

	

This advertisement announced the formation
of the FPCC in New York City and declared the F'CC intended to
Dromulcate "the truth about revolutionary Cuba" to neutralize
the distorted American Dress .

"TT,e New York Times" edition of January 11, 1961, re-
Dented that at a hearing conducted before the United States
Cenate Tnternal Security Subcommittee On January 10, 1961, Dr .
Charles A . Santos-Buch identified himself and entert Tabor a
organizers of the FDCC . !ie also testified he and Tabor obtained
funds from the Cuban Covernment, which were anplied toward the
cost of the aforementioned advertisement .

n n "try 16, 1963, a source advised that durin- the first
two "sears of the FPCC's existence there -s a stru-1e between
the Communist Party (CP) and Socialist bakers 'arty (SIP)
elements to exert their Dower within the FPCC and thereby ir-
fluence FPCC Dolicy . However, during. the nest year this source
observed there has been a successful effort by F°CC leadership
to minimize the role of these and other or"anizaticns in the
FPCC so that today their influence is negligible .

^n 'lay 20, 1963, a secon' aeurce advised that the
'ational Headquarters of the F'CC is located in Pool, 329 at 799
Broadway, !'ew York City . According tr this source, the Position
of '!ational Office Director wa^. created in the Fall of 1962, and
was filled by Vincent "Ted" Lee, , 'lio n

	

`ormulates FPCC policy .
This source observed Lee has follo,ed ;~ 1r course of entertainin=
and acceptinL, the cooneration of ~nv other or-anizati-ns, in-
cluding the C' and the S'iP, -hen ho has felt it would be to ',is
personal benefit as well as the F°CC's . 'lowever, Lee has in-
dicated to this source he has no intention of nerrittinc F'CC
nolicv to be determined by anv other ore- 4 zation . Lee feels
the F°CC should advocate resumnt ,'en of di , lomatic relations
between Cuba and the United States and sunsort the right of
Cubans to manage their revolution wit!.out interference from
other nations, but not suDnort the Cuban revr " luticn Der se .

The CP and the St"T have been desi^mated cursuent
to Executive Order 10450 .
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SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY - SAN

	

APPENDIX
FRANCISCODIVISIONI

The April 6, 1960, edition of "The New York Times"
A source advised on August 1, 1960, that the San

	

newspaper contained a full-page advertisement captioned "What
Francisco Branch of the Socialist Workers Party( SWP) was

	

Is Really Happening In Cuba," placed by the Fair Play for Cuba
formed approximately in the early part of 1938 and the Oakland

	

Committee (FPCC) . This advertisement announced the formation
Branch of the SWP was formed in the latter part of 1938 .

	

of the FPCC in New York City and declared the FPCC intended to
promulgate "the truth about revolutionary Cuba" to neutralize

A second source advised on October e6, 1959, that the

	

the distorted American press .

	

.
name of the Oakland Branch of the SWP was changed to the
Oakland-Berkaley Branch of the SWP .

	

"The New York Times" edition of January 11, 1961,
reported that at a hearing conducted before the United States

A third source advised on April 30, 1963, that the

	

Senate Internal Security Subcommittee on January 10, 1961, Dr .
San Francisco Branch and the Oakland-Berkeley Branch of the

	

CHARLES A. SANTOS-BUCK identified himself and ROBERT TABER
SWP follow the policies and directives of the National SWP With

	

an organizers of the FPCC . He also testified he and TABER
which they are affiliated.

	

obtained funds from the Cuban Government which were applied
toward the cost of the afore-mentibned advertisement.

The SWP has-been designated by the Attorney General
of the United States pursuant to Executive order 10450 .
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On May 16, 1963, a source advised that during
the first two years of the FPCC°m existence there was a struggle
between Communist Party (CP) and Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
elements to exert their power within the FPCC and thereby influence
FPCC policy . However, during the past year this source observed
there has been a successful effort by FPCC leadership to
minimize the role of these and other organizations in the FPCC
so that today their influence is negligible .

On May 20, 1963, a second source advised that the
National Headquarters of the FPCC is located in Room 329 at 799
Broagway, New York City . According to this source, the position
of National Office Director was created in the Fall of 1962 and
was filled by VINCENT "TED" LEE, who now formulates FPCC policy .
This source observed LEE has followed a course of entertaining
and accepting the cooperation of many other organizations
including the CP and the SWP when he has felt it would be to
his personal benefit am well as the FPCC's . However, LEE has
Indicated to this source he has no intention of permitting FPCC
policy to be determined by any other organization. LEE feels the


